Offset Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (OFDM-OQAM) technique has drawn significant interests in recent years. However, most of the existing OFDM peak-to-average ratio (PAPR) reduction schemes cannot be used in the OFDM-OQAM system directly. In this paper, a modified scheme called overlapped segmental Active Constellation Extension (OS-ACE) is proposed to deal with the high PAPR problem specifically in the OFDM-OQAM system. For the proposed OS-ACE scheme, the input signals are divided into a number of overlapped segments and then the ACE operation is processed on each segment. Simulation results show that the modified scheme used in the OFDM-OQAM system can provide better performance than conventional ACE scheme directly used in the OFDM-OQAM system, and even outperforms conventional ACE scheme applied in the OFDM system.
INTRODUCTION
Recently Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing with Offset Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (OFDM-OQAM) are attaining increasing attention, because of its tight spectral characteristics, minimized sidelobes and immunity towards interference [1] [5] . Similar to OFDM system, OFDM-OQAM also suffers from peak to average power ratio (PAPR), which is inherent in multicarrier systems, which degrades high power amplifiers efficiency. Moreover, various PAPR reduction techniques are present in literature for OFDM, among them Active Constellation Extension (ACE) [6] - [9] had grabbed increased attention. The ACE method avoids the necessity to transmit the side information, or to modify the reception algorithm. Moreover, it does not degrade the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance. As OFDM-OQAM and OFDM are having similar properties, the ACE method of OFDM can be extended to OFDM-OQAM signals. However, as OFDM-OQAM adjacent data blocks overlap with each other, while they are independent for OFDM systems, therefore, directly applying ACE methods of OFDM systems to OFDM-OQAM systems is not effective.
In this paper, we proposed a modified technique called overlapped segmental Active Constellation Extension (OS-ACE) for the OFDM-OQAM system. In this new OS-ACE scheme, the input filtered signals are divided into several segments and then the ACE scheme is operated on each segment. For a better PAPR reduction performance, the adjacent segments are overlapped with each other. The simulation results show that, compared to the conventional ACE scheme directly used in the OFDM-OQAM system, the modified scheme can provides a better PAPR reduction performance while maintain the same BER performance. As shown in Fig.1 , we consider a baseband OFDM-OQAM system with N subcarrier and M data blocks. Thus, the OFDM-OQAM modulated signal of a burst of M data blocks can be written as ( ) 
Where [ ] E represents the expectation operation. Since the OQAM-OFDM signals are overlapped with adjacent data blocks due to the bank of filters and the time offset between the real and imaginary parts, the conventional definition of PAPR for OFDM systems no longer match perfectly to the OQAM-OFDM systems. However, it was declared that as both systems transmit the equivalent of one complex symbol at the same rate N , we can keep the same measurement for the OFDM/OQAM to provide a fair comparison with the OFDM system.
III. PROPOSED ACTIVE CONSTELLATION EXENSION SCHEME
In the OFDM-OQAM system, since the adjacent filtered sig nals are overlapped with each other, we conduct the ACE scheme on the signal which is composed of multiple overlapped data blocks, instead of on each data block independently. For our OS-ACE scheme, we firstly divide the overlapped data blocks into several segments and then reduce the PAPR of each segment.
The structure diagram of the modified scheme is showed in Fig. 2 
As the length of the filtered data block is LN (which is the same with the length of the prototype filter) and the overlapped part between two adjacent data blocks is N/2, we can obtain the overall length of the M input data block:
As can be seen from Fig.2 , the overlapped signal is divided into P segments and the length of each segment is JN , where J is an integer no less than 1. The overlapped part of two adjacent segments is expressed as ON . The value of O ranges from 0 to J-1. Notice that O cannot be equal to J, otherwise the OS-ACE scheme wouldn't make sense. Theoretically, the larger the length of each segment J, the more data blocks can be processed each time, so the better the PAPR performance.
However, when J is larger than L, the performance improvement will not be significantly any more. That is because the length of each filtered data block is LN, and only the overlapped part of adjacent data blocks can have influence on the former data blocks. The PAPR performances with different J and O are given in Section IV. Specifically, when J=1, O=0, it means each segment is the same length as one data block and there is no overlap between two segments. Under this special circumstance, the modified OS-ACE scheme is just equal to the conventional ACE scheme. After J and O are defined, the number of the segments P can be obtained by:
Where means the round up operation. As M represents the number of input symbols and is usually set larger than four figures, L is usually set as 4. Considering M L >> , L can be ignored and the simplified expression of P can be obtained by:
From equation (6) we can conclude that the number of the segment is primarily determined by J-O, which represents the time offset between two adjacent data blocks.
Then the filtered signals are divided into P segments and the modified OS-ACE scheme is conducted on each segment. Assume that the previous 1 Firstly, we compare the PAPR performance of the modified OS-ACE scheme with different lengths of the overlapped part O. In the simulation, the clipping ratio is CR=1.8, the length of each segment is set as 3N, i.e., J= 3; and the length of the overlapped parts is O=0, 1, 2, where O=0 means there is no overlap between adjacent segments. It can be seen from Fig.3 that the OS-ACE scheme is effective in reducing the PAPR for the OFDM-OQAM system, and a larger O can improves the performance of the OS-ACE scheme a little. The PAPR performance of the OS-ACE scheme with different J is shown in Fig. 4 . It Is obvious that the overlapped segment structure is quite effective in reducing the PAPR and among all simulated conditions, the best PAPR reduction performance is achieved with J=5, O=4. It can also be concluded from the results that the larger the length of each segment J, the better the PAPR reduction performance. When J is increased to 4, the performance difference can be ignored. Besides, the increasing of O can also help to improve the PAPR performance, but the performance improvement is not as evident as that of when J increases. From equation (5) we can know that the number of the segments P is determined by (J-O), and a larger O means higher computational complexity. As a result, we will use J=4, O=2 in the following simulations to reduce the calculation costs. For the OS-ACE scheme, the length of each segment is J=4, and the overlapping length is set as O=2. It can be concluded that the best PAPR performance in the CCDF range from 2 
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− to 3 
− is achieved with CR=1. 9(5.58dB) . Therefore, we fixed CR=5.58dB in the following simulations for the OS-ACE technique. In addition, the PAPR reduction performance of the OFDM system and the OFDM-OQAM system are compared in simulation. Both of the systems employ 64 subcarriers and 5000 input data blocks. The clipping ratio is set as CR=1.9 in the conventional and the modified ACE schemes. From the simulation results shown in Fig.6 , we know that the conventional ACE scheme directly used in the OFDM-OQAM system is not as effective as that used in the OFDM system. However, when the modified OS-ACE scheme is applied, the PAPR reduction performance of the OFDM-OQAM system is better than that of the OFDM system with the conventional ACE scheme.
The Bit Error Rate (BER) performance as a function of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is shown in Fig. 7 . As in the simulate ions above, the clipping ratio of both ACE scheme is CR=1.9, and J=4, O=2 is set for the modified OS-ACE scheme. As can be seen from the results, the BER performance of the conventional ACE scheme decreases the SNR by about 1dB at BER=10 -3 , and the modified OS-ACE scheme shows almost the same performance as the traditional ACE scheme. Considering the better PAPR reduction performance, we can conclude that the proposed OS-ACE scheme can improve the performance of the whole OFDM-OQAM system. In this paper, a Modified OS-ACE scheme is proposed to reduce the PAPR of the OFDM-OQAM system. Considering the overlapped structure of the OFDM-OQAM signals, the modified OS-ACE scheme divides the filtered signal into a number of segments and each segment is composed of multiple consecutive data blocks. Therefore, the influence of adjacent overlapped data block can be eliminated and the PAPR during a certain time interval can be reduced effectively. In addition, the overlapped structure of the adjacent segments can further improve the PAPR reduction performance. The simulation results showed that the proposed OS-ACE technique provides a better PAPR reduction performance than the OFDM-OQAM system with conventional ACE scheme. Still, the BER performance remained unchanged. Besides, the OFDM-OQAM system with the OS-ACE scheme even outperformed the OFDM system with the conventional ACE scheme. 
